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0.0.0 Executive Summary 
 
In 2006 Argyll and Bute Council (A+BC) and its partners Loch Lomond and the Trossachs 
National Park (LLTNP) and Highland and Islands Enterprise (HIE) recognised that Dunoon had 
the potential to be an important destination and place to live on the Clyde, and an important 
gateway to wider Argyll, the Isles and the Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park. They 
jointly put in place a Strategic Development Framework to promote this. Following this Argyll 
and Bute Council instigated it CHORD programme the key aim of which is to target investment 
in the coastal towns of Argyll to create attractive, well connected places that contribute to the 
economy of the region. The CHORD objectives are to: 

• Improve the character, appearance and function of the towns (Campbeltown, 
Helensburgh, Oban, Rothesay and Dunoon) for residents, visitors and investors 

• Make the towns places of economic vibrancy that create employment and prosperity for 
the residents of Argyll 

 
Recognising that the regeneration of Dunoon Waterfront is a critical factor in the successful 
economic regeneration of the town and its surroundings as part of its overall CHORD 
Programme, Argyll and Bute Council considered Development Options for regeneration 
proposals, developed an Outline Business Case and discussed options with local people. The 
preferred option, Option 4B, proposes the demolition of the pier and the building of a new transit 
marina together with the reclaiming of land for potential new development of a hotel with 
conference facilities, together with the replacement of the Queen’s Hall facilities. This was 
estimated to have an overall cost of over £30 million. The CHORD Project Objectives for 
Dunoon are: 
 

•  Make the most of Dunoon Waterfront in terms of economic development and 
regeneration.  

•  Deliver waterfront infrastructure that contributes to an attractive, vibrant and 
contemporary town centre.  

•  Create a safe, comfortable, accessible public realm that attracts residents and visitors 
to the area.  

•  Promote improved connectivity and public transport gateway (ferry review will be a 
determinant).  

•  Act as an enabler for private sector investment in the waterfront area and town 
centre.  

 
As part of Argyll and Bute Council’s CHORD Programme £8.3 million of funding has been 
made available to promote and act as a catalyst and draw in further investment to 
effectively ‘kick start’ the waterfront regeneration. It is the purpose of this 
Implementation Plan to test Option 4B to establish which of its component parts can be 
potentially delivered taking account of the current economic climate, the need for 
Statutory Consents, the time frame for delivery and the potential to attract other funding 
and investment. The Implementation Plan also requires consideration of potential risks 
associated with this option and to identify other influencing factors on the proposals. It 
further requires that if there is compelling evidence to demonstrate that aspects of 
Option 4B are not considered feasible, or present significant cost, time or other risks to 
the Council, the Plan should identify an option or options that would be feasible and 
would achieve the stated CHORD objectives and should be taken forward to a Full 
Business Case.   
 
In carrying out the analysis work required for the Implementation Plan we have considered each 
of the proposed components of Option 4B taking account of the key market issues that will 
impact on their feasibility and the potential risks in their implementation. As Option 4B includes 
two major engineering/marine components we have broadly considered the engineering 
aspects and costs associated with them.   
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Within the option there are components which are, by necessity, linked together - for example 
the new hotel is dependent on the land reclamation going forward and, as proposed, the transit 
marina requires the demolition of the pier. There are others which ‘need to happen’, for example 
the provision of new harbourmaster’s accommodation in connection with the new linkspan 
coming into use. In our summary and swot analysis we have summarised risks, benefits and 
likely costs for each component and in this way it is intended that the Council can best consider 
which proposals it wishes to take forward and develop to a Full Business Case (FBC) for the 
CHORD investment. This in turn should ensure that the first phase of development is a solid 
platform on which to build the subsequent longer-term phases of the wider project which is 
achievable within the the first 5 years.   
 
In developing this Implementation Plan we have therefore aimed to ensure that the overall 
vision of regenerating Dunoon’s waterfront remains a guiding principle and that no element or 
phase of work compromises future development or economic regeneration.  This 
Implementation Plan takes account of key influencing factors on deliverability and viability 
including:- 
 

• CHORD objectives 
• Partner Views – including Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park and Scottish 

Development International (SDI) 
• Current Investment and Development Market  - including affect on the land value of the 

cleared Queen’s Hall site and the likelihood of the private sector developing at the 
waterfront 

• Council Responsibilities in Relation to its Assets  -specifically the Pier and Queen’s Hall 
• Historic Scotland  - its Statutory Obligations and anticipated response to proposals 
• Risks Associated with Proposals – specifically land reclamation and the construction of 

a new quay and transit marina 
• Business Case Risks – specifically the likely economic benefits versus costs for the 

provision of a transit marina 
• Potential Funding from other sources for components of the regeneration proposals  
• The outcome of the current Ferry Service Tender Process 

 
Our findings are that the proposed Land Reclamation and new Transit Marina, whilst technically 
deliverable, would present considerable financial and delivery risks to the Council if they were 
proposed to be developed as early phases of the project. It is considered that each of these 
components would not at present lever in additional investment from other sources - public or 
private.   
 
The required demolition of the listed Pier to facilitate the Transit Marina would require Historic 
Scotland’s consent and as outlined in this report, this carries significant time and delivery risks. 
The relative costs (long and short term) and income associated with the Marina indicate that 
even with the potential economic benefits associated with the transit berths, the proposal to 
provide them as shown would not provide a sound basis on which to develop a Full Business 
Case.   
 
The proposal to reclaim further land at the waterfront would absorb all of the CHORD funding 
and also carries cost and time risks. To be an effective strategy for regeneration the land would 
require to be reclaimed in the context of an assured commitment in the medium term for further 
funding for development – from public or private sources. In the present development climate it 
is not considered that the private sector, however willing, could commit the necessary 
investment for either an appropriate leisure facility or a major conference hotel. If the land 
reclamation were pursued in the absence of further funding the Queen’s Hall would remain as at 
present and the wider community would not benefit from either its redevelopment or 
replacement.  



 
 

The Queen’s Hall could be re-developed in a phased programme of works and initiatives to re-
position it as a premier class destination for events, conferences and performance. It could also 
accommodate complimentary community and tourist resources. Unlike the marina and land 
reclamation components this proposal could be delivered in the required CHORD timescales 
and has the potential to attract other funding and support from, for example, Creative Scotland 
(CS) and the Lottery. A high quality public realm project in the vicinity of the Hall and Argyll 
Square could tie into the present proposals being funded by the town centre Regeneration 
Fund, augmenting their impact with additional partnership working and hopefully funding or 
grants from European Funds.  
 
Following the outcome of the Ferry Service Tender it is likely that the new linkspan will come 
into use and the present pier will not be required for the ferry. Proposed road re-alignment and 
environmental (public realm) improvements can be phased to take account of the outcome of 
the Ferry Service Tender as this will impact on the physical requirements for car parking for 
commuters and/or the use of the new marshalling area. Public realm improvements, pedestrian 
connectivity, traffic movement and the ‘promenade’ potential of the waterfront at this location 
can be determined and designed also in the context of this.  
 
It has been established that no matter what is proposed for the waterfront regeneration, a 
strategy will require to be developed and agreed with Historic Scotland for considering the 
future of the listed pier. Any proposal for demolition or retention will require detailed survey and 
economic proving work and therefore this strategy will require to include a definitive structural 
survey of the Pier, and structured discussion with potential stakeholders regarding the future 
contribution that the pier and remaining building(s) and structure could make to the regeneration 
strategy and/or any identified economic benefit to Dunoon resulting from the Pier’s demolition.  
 
The Council views it as critical that its CHORD funding of £8.3 million, the first phase of 
investment at the waterfront, is spent effectively, demonstrates Best Value and achieves 
the most economic benefit and impact for Dunoon.  In addition, its investment in the area 
requires to ‘lever in’ and promote as much additional public and private funding as 
possible for the overall regeneration of Dunoon.  It is vital that the first phase is 
deliverable within the phase 1 CHORD timeframe with minimised risk, as the successful 
delivery of phase 1 will demonstrate good progress to the residents of Dunoon and 
Cowal and demonstrate a clear intent to deliver the Council’s wider ambitions.  



 
 

 
1.0.0 Introduction 
 
1.1.0 Project Context and Background 
The proposed redevelopment of the Dunoon Waterfront Project forms part of the wider Council 
CHORD programme. The Dunoon Project Board who are responsible for taking the CHORD 
Programme forward within Dunoon identified that whilst there were a number of developments 
under way in the town, the waterfront was the critical element in respect to the successful 
economic regeneration of the town.  
 
The Board recognised that critical to this was the need to consider the Pier Head and 
waterfront, the Queen’s Hall, and the unsatisfactory link from the pier to the main shopping 
street, Argyll Street. The Board considered that the Pier and Queen’s Hall were time-expired 
structures with rapidly rising maintenance costs. It was felt that the unsatisfactory state of this 
area was a blockage to development and future investment both for the waterfront, the town 
centre and the wider Dunoon and Cowal economy.  
 
Argyll and Bute Council at its meeting on 27th November 2008 agreed to commit a total of 
£30m of capital expenditure in Argyll and Bute communities as defined through the CHORD 
programme.  
 
1.2.0  Implementation Plan Aims 
Argyll and Bute Council have commissioned this Implementation Plan as a key next step in the 
development of the Dunoon Waterfront Project to ensure the Council move forward with a 
cohesive, coherent and well designed project. The scale of ambition for Dunoon waterfront 
requires that the development is seen in the longer term and is broken down into clearly 
scoped, achievable phases of delivery. The Implementation Plan is intended to facilitate the 
development of a credible and achievable FBC for phase 1, formulated taking account of the 
overall development and its ambitions. This is to ensure that the Council’s initial investment of 
over £8m does not compromise future development but is rather the catalyst through which to 
realise the wider vision for Dunoon waterfront and optimise the economic benefit in the longer 
term.  
 
The implementation plan will investigate the inter-relationships, risks, benefits and potential 
additional funding for delivery of each of the components of the proposed regeneration. This is 
seen as vital base work to ensure the successful delivery of phase 1, which in turn will 
demonstrate progress to the residents of Dunoon and Cowal, and also demonstrate the 
Council’s clear intent to deliver the wider project ambitions.  
 



 
 

1.3.0 The Approved Option – Option 4B 

 
The proposals for the current approved option (referred to as Option 4B and subject of this 
study) was one of several options developed by Argyll and Bute Council and subject to 
community consultation at a public meeting in 2007. Option 4B was agreed as the preferred 
option at the public meeting.  It consists of the following main ‘components’:- 

 

• The reclamation of approximately 1.21ha (3 acres) from the sea. 
• The replacement of the existing listed pier and pier building, which currently represent 

a significant liability to the Council, and the creation of a new pier and harbour, 
capable of accommodating a transit marina.  

• The development of a new structure to replace the Queen’s Hall which is in need of 
major renovation.  

• The creation of land for future waterfront development, such as a hotel.  
• Related environmental improvements and road realignment 

 
1.4.0  Implementation Plan Methodology  
The anticipated scope of the work and the determining factors required to carry out the 
Implementation Plan was set out in Argyll and Bute Council’s Tender for Professional Services 
(return date 24 September 2009). This outlines key determining factors that must be taken into 
account to ensure that the initial proposed phase can be developed to Full Business Case. They 
are:-   

 

Constraints  Land ownership  
Economic climate constraining private sector investment  

 
Risks   External Funding  

Complexity and scale 
Statutory Approvals 
Lack of consensus 
Reputation of Council 
Cost assumptions incorrect  
Resolution of the Dunoon - Gourock ferry service  

 
Key Interfaces were identified with Historic Scotland, Crown Estates  and Scottish 
Government Ferries Division.  
 
Refer to Appendix 1 for  the Project Brief 



 
 

 
2.0.0 Approved Option (Option 4B) Component Testing  
 
As the Council views it as critical that its initial phase funding of £8.3 million is spent 
effectively and that it achieves the most economic benefit and impact for Dunoon,  it is 
vital that this Implementation Plan tests the individual components of Option 4B to 
establish their viability and deliverability from the perspective of costs, buildablity, 
impacts, risks and likely threats to delivery. 
 
In addition as the Council wishes that its investment in the area levers in and promotes 
as much additional public and private funding as possible for the overall regeneration of 
Dunoon, it is vital that the components are also tested against their ability to draw in 
additional investment. We have therefore considered each component taking account of 
these key parameters. 
 
In order to carry out this testing the consultants for this Study (refer to Appendix 1) lead by 
Anderson Bell Christie, have reviewed the existing information, technical documents and reports 
relative to the approved option (as detailed in Appendix 3) and consulted key and relevant 
stakeholders (as per Appendix 4). The viability of the implementation of the components of 
Option 4B have been considered in the context of the overall CHORD Programme aims as 
outlined in the Brief. Analysis of each of the components of Option 4B has to allow the Council 
to identify and agree the proposed way forward for the regeneration of Dunoon’s waterfront. 
 
2.1.0 Land Reclamation (approx 1.2 hectares/ 3 acres) 
 
The proposed reclamation of approximately 3 acres of development land is one of the key 
components of Option 4B, as this will not only provide a potential platform for new development 
at the waterfront but it will also provide important protection for the proposed transit marina in 
certain weather conditions. The proposed land formed has been identified for the development 
of a 4* Conference Hotel with replacement facilities for the Queen’s Hall functioning, in an 
international market and predicated on future high speed water transport links to the airport and 
Glasgow.  
 
2.1.1  Land Reclamation -  Cost and Engineering Issues 
Arup have provided an initial appraisal of the engineering and costs issues associated with the 
works proposed. This outlines that the land reclamation (and associated marina component) 
consists of significant engineering works, and though technically achievable, due to the 
locational issues, is a project which carries significant, potential risks in delivery relative to cost 
and time.   
 
The proposed land reclamation will require specialist contractors for delivery and will require 
significant materials to be imported to site. In the current economic and development climate 
this particular element is extremely challenging to source economically. Based on the project at 
Sandbank, Arup have assumed that fill material cannot be reliably sourced locally, but that there 
is appropriate material that can be dredged locally. Alternatively, material would require to be 
sourced elsewhere and shipped in and this would increase costs further.   
 
The assumption that there is dredging potential would require to be verified, and based on 
experience on similar projects elsewhere Arup caution that the costs they have put against 
these elements cannot be guaranteed as they are extremely market volatile. This represents a 
middle ground approach to the potential costs. 
 
Maritime works of this nature are difficult to estimate but based on an average of 1m dredging 
across the full area of reclamation and filling with hydraulically placed sand, the cost for fill 
would be in the order of £7.5- £8 million. In this, there is no cost allowance for surfaces or 
landscaping to the re-claimed land either temporarily or permanently. This cost is assumed to 
be allowed for in the development of the land.   
 
Refer also to Draft Report included in Appendix 5 - ARUP Dunoon CHORD Maritime 
Engineering Appraisal Client Scheme Draft 1 20 Jan 2010. 



 
 

2.1.2 Land Reclamation -  Contract Time and Wider Impacts  
The timescale for the works proposed is dependant on material and contractor availability. As a 
significant marine engineering project the works can be progressed from marine plant with a 
relative light touch impact on the land/roads. The works however will be ugly and will have 
short-term implications for the town in terms of disruption and amenity which will affect local 
businesses. Notwithstanding this is not viewed as an impediment to viability.  
 
The likely timescale for executing reclamation works would be 12-18 months. It should be 
noted that Historic Scotland consent is likely to be required for the works due to their potential 
impact on the setting of the Castle and any proposals would therefore require to be acceptable 
to them. They may have concerns that the development of the re-claimed land cannot be 
guaranteed in any medium term timescale (see below), representing a significant risk that the 
land remains an unattractive, undeveloped site for some time and could refuse consent. If they 
do not take that position an allowance of 9 months should be made for contract gear up 
including obtaining consents.  
 
2.1.3 Land Reclamation -  Amenity and Aesthetics  
Arup have noted that the visioning images for option 4B shows the proposal at high tide when 
the superstructure for both the land reclamation and the new harbour structure would be at an 
attractive level relative to the Castle Gardens and waterfront. There is a high tidal range at this 
location and in reality the proposals will result in significant inter tidal armour being exposed for 
the majority of each day. We have attempted to more accurately illustrate this below as this 
could have adverse visual impact at the waterfront. Refer to illustration.  
 

 
  
Illustration of Tidal Range at Harbour Structure 
 
2.1.4 Land Reclamation - Potential Funding 
It is considered that the land reclamation in itself will not attract funding from either public or 
private sources. Land creation for development can be a potential lever for investment but it is 
viewed that in this location, particularly in the current economic market this would not be the 
case. Initial discussions with Crown Estates have established that they do not view this as a 
potential development that their commercial arm would be interested in. (See below for details 
relative to view of market for hotel development) 



 
 

2.1.5 Land Reclamation - Summary 
 

 
 

Land Reclamation  
 
Anticipated Costs     £7.5- 8million + fees 
 
Likely Timescale (Including Consents)  3+ years 
 
Potential External Funding    none identified 
 
Key Risks 

- significant marine engineering works  
- cost and time over-run associated with marine engineering works 
- need to identify appropriate ‘fill’ source 
- land mass will be unattractive at low tide and attract tidal debris 
- land mass will not have ‘finish’ – ie hard or soft landscape 
- current market will not support development of site 
- Historic Scotland views required re consent  
- Crown Estates consent required for proposals 

 
Key Consideration 
All CHORD funding would be required. No funds would be available to take forward any other 
component of the wider project or for match funding in this regard. 
This proposal should not be pursued unless the Council has a firm commitment to funding for a future 
development in place. There would be significant financial risks and potential damage to the reputation 
of the council if the land reclamation works were not followed by new development. In addition the 
CHORD objectives would not be achieved. 



 
 

 
2.2.0  New Hotel and Conference Facility with Queen’s Hall Replacement  
 
2.2.1 New Hotel and Conference Facility  - Economic Market Position  
In 2008, Tourism Resources Company (TRC) prepared a supply and demand audit of tourist 
accommodation stock on the Cowal Peninsula including Dunoon and they are therefore able to 
draw on their findings in assessing the potential in this regard. TRC concludes that the serviced 
accommodation sector in the Dunoon area is extremely fragile and demand is highly seasonal.  
The hotel stock is in decline, in part, due to poor business performance and as a result small 
hotels in particular reverting back to residential use.  
 
Dunoon is the visitor hub of the wider Cowal area. The leisure market dominates the hotel 
sector in the area and is relatively stable and mature. Corporate demand at present is in 
evidence but not strong. There is very little residential conference / meeting demand in the area 
and what little there was has dwindled even further during recession. The better quality hotels 
such as the Royal Marine do attract small amounts of this demand, but they tend to be smaller 
rather than larger meetings.   
 
The wider conference market is seeing fewer, smaller events in an increasingly competitive 
supply environment with even larger towns and cities (such as Glasgow and Edinburgh) 
struggling to attract events to their venues in the face of new competition from e.g. Liverpool 
and Manchester.   
 
Dunoon, regardless of demand is now ill equipped to host conferences of any scale, with a 
severe lack of suitable venues or quality accommodation. However conference organisers 
stated that the perceived remoteness and lack of infrastructure and access issues mean that it 
is unlikely to be a significant conference venue in the future.  
 
The Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park Product Appraisal Study and Strategy 
identified that the existing accommodation stock in Dunoon must be upgraded and the quality 
improved in the future. An opportunity was identified for a smaller, integrated niche resort-type 
product in the wider Cowal Peninsula. Opportunities exist in Dunoon for smaller upper 3 Star / 4 
Star good quality boutique type hotels that can attract a range of leisure, corporate and small 
overnight meetings markets (approx. 25-30 bedrooms). 
 
2.2.2 New Hotel and Conference Facility  - Cost and Funding  
Brown and Wallace have provided an initial Budget Costing for the proposed Superstructure 
and Services required for a 200 bedroom hotel with conference facilities and accommodation 
that could replace that in the Queen’s Hall and suggest this would cost in the region of £38-
£50million depending on the facilities and target market.  
 
Research carried out by Jones Lang La Salle (JLLS) in late 2009 identified that in many new 
developments across Central Scotland the cost of development of large hotels at present is 
above the “future cost of their end value”, making them poor investments. The income stream 
that large corporate hotels are producing is insufficient to support capital value. JLLS state that 
“the development model is broken for most new hotels”. JLLS believe that there will be little new 
larger international hotel development in the UK until at least 2012 and the level of development 
equity will have to be significantly higher at 30% to 40% of the capital cost.  
 
In addition to the financing model issues the current investment climate will make it extremely 
hard to get a suitable developer and operator on board and institutional lending will be unlikely. 
Therefore this £30 to £50 million hotel development project is viewed by the consultants as 
being extremely risky, not commercially viable, and not commercially fundable in the short to 
medium term.  
 
This proposal is not anticipated as being able to draw in public sector subsidy. 



 
 

2.2.3 New Hotel and Conference Facility with Queen’s Hall Replacement - Summary  
 

 
Refer also to Appendix 7  - Dunoon CHORD Hotel and Marina Paper February 2010 
 

New Hotel and Conference Facility with Queens Hall Replacement 
 
Anticipated Costs     £38-50 million depending on facilities 
If Queens Hall Facilities incorporated   minus  Receipt for Hall Site * 
        
Likely Timescale (Including Consents)  to follow land reclamation 3 years 

+ 3+ years = 6+ years total 
        
Potential External Funding    none identified 
 
Key Risks 

- Cannot happen unless land reclaimed  
- Development would require major Private Sector Investment  - not considered viable in 

medium to long term 
- Land development timing entirely dependant on major investment funding and market 

change   
- Historic Scotland and Planning Consent required for major new structure in historic setting 
- Land may remain undeveloped indefinitely 
  

Key Consideration 
* There is no current value for the site but it is not anticipated to realise a significant sum in today’s market.  Any 
receipt could be used for providing Harbourmaster Building or match funding Environmental Improvements.   



 
 

2.3.0  Pier Demolition and Creation of a New Harbour for Transit Marina  
 
2.3.1 Pier Demolition  
The proposed creation of a new harbour to provide shelter for up to 40 transit marina berths is 
predicated on the demolition of the existing Victorian Pier which is presently owned and 
operated by the Council. It is viewed by many as an iconic structure on the Clyde Coast; the last 
memory of days gone by when a trip or a holiday ‘Doon the Watter’ was the major event in 
many working Scots’ annual calendar. In addition to its popular cultural importance, the Pier is 
an important historic maritime structure and as such it is Category B Listed. It is the primary 
wooden Pier Structure remaining in Scotland. 
 
In line with their remit Historic Scotland have confirmed that they will not consent to any 
demolition application until they are satisfied that the viability of the Pier’s retention is fully 
tested. The Council would need to demonstrate the economic benefit to Dunoon of demolishing 
the Pier in comparative analysis with any proposal to repair and retain it. Whilst it is impossible 
to accurately programme this, we anticipate an allowance of at least 2 years should be made to 
go through this potentially costly and lengthy process, for which there is no guarantee that a 
demolition consent will be obtained. This represents a significant cost and delivery risk to the 
council.     

 
 
2.3.2 Pier Demolition - Costs 
A cost for the ‘proving case’ for demolition process can only be determined when discussion 
has begun with Historic Scotland, but key to these is establishing the Pier’s present structural 
condition and the costs associated with repairing it. The Council, as the owner of a working 
heritage asset, has an ongoing liability with regards to its safety and whilst the present safety of 
the vehicle access and pier is monitored, there are however current questions regarding the 
precise structural condition of the Pier. The actual structural condition of the structure therefore 
will require to be further investigated no matter what option the Council pursue in relation to its 
future. In this regard Arup have produced a 1st Stage Structural Survey proposal which will allow 
the Council to take the first steps to establishing the Pier’s condition. If the Council pursues the 
Pier’s demolition and consent is given the demolition cost is anticipated as being approximately 
£400-500k. 
 
Refer to Appendix 6 for Arup 1st Stage Structural Survey proposal 
 



 
 

 
2.3.3 New Harbour for Transit Marina - Costs and Engineering Issues 
As with the Land Reclamation component the marina construction will require specialist 
contractors. The most economic solution for the new harbour is a vertical sided pier structure 
constructed using a ‘combi’ steel pile, ‘coffer dam’ type wall with rock fill and armouring to 
eliminate wave reflections. Again this type of work is highly dependant on contractor plant 
availability and methodology from a cost perspective. Arup estimate that costs for the marina 
construction alone without the provision of pontoons and access is likely to be of the order 
of £7-£7.5 million. The location of the proposal will require dredging works. An additional £300-
£350k should be allowed for the provision of this pontoon and access walkway. As with the land 
reclamation given the costs and benefits (see below) it is viewed that the proposal to build the 
marina is unlikely to attract public sector funding. 
 
2.3.4 New Harbour for Transit Marina - Contract Time and Wider Impacts   
The timescale for the works proposed is dependent on material and contractor availability. It is 
assumed that work would progress from the shore out along the harbour. As a significant 
marine engineering project there would be impact on the landside and road. The works will be 
relatively noisy and will have short-term implications for the town in terms of disruption and 
amenity which will affect local businesses. Notwithstanding this is not viewed as an impediment 
to viability.  
 
2.3.5 New Harbour for Transit Marina - Amenity and Aesthetics  
As with the land reclamation, there is a high tidal range at this location and at low tide a 
significant amount of the inter-tidal harbour wall would be exposed. This would not be 
particularly attractive as it would not have the benefit of moored boats to distract the eye and 
populate the marina space as elsewhere in working harbours. The yachts would be moored on 
pontoons, lowering with the tide, and as a transit marina it would only be populated in the 
summer months. The overall impression therefore for much of the year would be dominated by 
an engineered, exposed high quay wall structure.   
 
Should Historic Scotland consent to the demolition of the pier and construction of the marina, 
due to its location in the setting of the Castle any proposals for a new harbour structure would  
require to be to acceptable to them. They may request the use of stone or other materials that 
would be more expensive than those costed. 
 
Refer to Draft Report included in Appendix 5 - ARUP Dunoon CHORD Maritime Engineering 
Appraisal Client Scheme Draft 1 20 Jan 2010. 
 
2.3.6 Transit Marina - Economic and Market Position 
In 2009 TRC carried out detailed research for the sailing sector throughout Scotland, this 
followed on from a detailed sailing study they had carried out for the West Highlands which 
included the outer reaches of the Clyde. As a result of this previous work TRC have up to date 
and relevant market data on the sailing markets of relevance to the Dunoon CHORD project 
and comment below as follows:  
 
The proposed transit Marina could be designed to accommodate up to 40 berths. In the Clyde 
area 49,289 visiting boat nights were recorded in 2009. However only around 29,000 were 
recorded on formal visitor berths / moorings, the remainder being on anchorages. This equates 
to an average of 45 boat nights per formal visitor berth / mooring.  The highest number of 
visiting boat nights at any one venue in Scotland is 6,200 boat nights at Tobermory with some 
64 visiting berths and moorings. The charges for a visiting boat is usually from free of charge to 
about £25 per night. The Clyde marinas on average charge around £15 per night particularly 
those in the West Clyde area. Transit-only facilities tend to be smaller and more basic facilities 
mainly located outside the Clyde in the West Highlands area. Many are unmanned and charge 
little or no berthing fees.   
 
Based on the market data outlined above, a 40 berth transit marina at Dunoon appears too 
large for the current / future visiting boat market and as the consultants are of the opinion that 
Dunoon could be expected to attract between 1,000 and 1,500 boat nights per annum, 
proposals are based on a 30 berth marina. If Dunoon charges £20 per night the revenue 



 
 

collected would be £20,000 to £30,000 per annum (inc VAT). This level of turnover would not 
really support the management, operation, maintenance, etc. In order for a marina to be viable 
an operator would really need to develop a small number of resident berths. Even as a larger 
resident marina financial viability would still be questionable given the high capital cost.  
 
This transit marina as planned is not considered to be commercially viable. A substantial part of 
the development cost would have to be grant funded from the public purse. However there is no 
doubt that a smaller boat station would help to reposition the town and if it could be developed 
in a more cost effective way it could help animate the waterfront, as part of a wider mix of visitor 
facilities.  
 
The capital cost of the proposed transit marina is between £7 million and £7.5 million due to the 
need for a breakwater and other marina infrastructure. For a 30-berth transit marina this is 
extremely expensive. The return on investment to the public sector if the facility were to be 
publically funded would be low in economic regeneration terms and the cost high. The 
consultants view this plan as poor value for money.  
 
2.3.7 New Harbour for Transit Marina  -  Potential Funding 
As with the land reclamation it is considered that in the medium term this will not attract funding 
from either public or private sources. Crown Estates have indicated that they do not consider 
that this would attract their interest as they do not view this as a potential commercial 
development.   
 
2.3.8 Strategy for the Pier 
In the context of consideration of the transit marina proposal it should be noted that following 
the outcome of the Ferry Service Tender process it is highly likely that the Pier will cease to be a 
‘working’ pier. Its future will therefore need to be planned as it will have an on-going 
maintenance burden which cannot be sustained by the Council for no benefit. The Council will 
require to determine a strategy for the Pier in the context of the required proving work for 
Historic Scotland. As has been outlined this is likely to take some time, depending on the 
Council’s approach.  
A key determining factor of this will be the actual present structural condition of the Pier and to 
establish this the Council will require to commission structural survey work. The nature of the 
work involved is such that access will ultimately be required to all parts of the pier that are either 
proposed to be retained, or proposed to be demolished.  
In the first instance it is proposed that a strategic diver access survey be carried out to establish 
a first principle understanding of the likely condition. It is recommended that the Council work 
with Historic Scotland to satisfy them that all reasonable steps are being taken to determine a 
viable future for the Pier that could contribute economically and culturally to the benefit of the 
town or wider area.  
Subsequently if this is proved not to be possible in this context it should be more likely that 
Historic Scotland will support the Council in any application for demolition. Not withstanding the 
Pier represents a major cultural and historic coastal asset, similar to that at, for example, 
Southend which has been successfully repaired. Even its part retention should be encouraged 
as a potential long term contribution to stating Dunoon’s position in the past and the future.  
 
 



 
 

2.3.10 Pier Demolition and Creation of a New Harbour for Transit Marina - Summary

Pier Demolition and Creation of a New Harbour for Transit Marina 
 
Pier Demolition 
Anticipated Costs     £400k  + fees Pier Demolition 
 
Likely Timescale to Obtain Consent + Demolish 2+ years 
      
Potential External Funding    none identified 
 
Key Risks 
  

- Historic Scotland views required re consent detailed proving work required  
- timing of process is not in Council control 
- costs at present unknown  
- opposition from community, historic + amenity groups – bad press for Council 
- opportunity for considering ‘postive future’ for the pier may be lost  
- consent for demolition may not obtained  -negative affect on Council reputation 

 
Key Consideration 
Strategy for proving work will require to be agreed with Historic Scotland who may challenge findings and 
require additional work.   
 

Creation of a New Harbour for Transit Marina 
Anticipated Costs     £7- 7.5million + fees  Harbour Structure 
       £0.35million  + fees  Marina  Structure 
 
Likely Timescale (Including Consents)  5+ years 
      
Potential External Funding    none identified 
 
Key Risks 

- dependent on Historic Scotland consent above 
- dependent on new linkspan coming into use   
- cost and time over-run associated with marine engineering project  
- disruption to town centre as works on-going 
- potential works that ferry will require to operate ‘around’  
- need to identify appropriate ‘fill’ source 
- marina structure will be unattractive at low tide (boats will be on tidal pontoons) 
- income from marina will not support management and maintenance of structure 
- Historic Scotland views required re consent  
- Crown Estates consent required for proposals 
 

Key Consideration 
All CHORD funding would be required.  No funds would be available to take forward any other component of the 
wider project or for match funding in this regard. 



 
 

2.4.0 Redevelop and Refurbish the Queen’s Hall 
 
2.4.1 The Queen’s Hall 
In section 2.1.0 the option was explored to re-provide for the facilities currently in the Queen’s 
Hall in a new hotel and conference centre built on the reclaimed land. In this section we 
consider the re-development and refurbishment of the existing building. 
 
The Queen’s Hall is one of the largest performance spaces in Scotland. It is understood to be 
structurally in good condition though clearly it is in need of refurbishment and a ‘facelift’. Its 
façade is unattractive and it significantly detracts from the prospect of Argyll Street and Castle 
Gardens from the waterside. Despite this its use has increased recently, and as it will be 
expensive to re-build accommodation on a scale with what it presently offers, if it was re-
furbished it could continue to develop local activities and attract major performances and 
conferences. Its facilities could be adapted to better accommodate these uses and in addition 
could provide visitor or tourist facilities. Any re-furbishment should make the most of its 
prominent and key location and any new extension or ‘facelift’ could signal its re-birth as a 
flagship facility.  

 
 
2.4.2 Redevelop and Refurbish the Queen’s Hall – Viability and Uses 
In 2003 Jura Consultants and Gareth Hoskins Architects published a study on the future use of 
the Queen’s Hall. This concluded that the Hall was flexible in design and use and able to be 
restored, and its present shortcomings overcome without drastic alterations. They proposed that 
the new emphasis for the Hall should be to focus on the arts, conference, and social functions it 
could provide. They outlined the work that could be carried out to restore the hall to its former 
glory and make the most of its unique size and location. 
 
The Council is currently carrying out a Key Review of its Facilities to establish a future strategy 
for their use. Any proposals for the Queen’s Hall can be considered in this context. 
 
Any proposals for the future use of the Queen’s Hall should take account of other related 
initiatives. Elsewhere in the town the McAslan Family Trust has purchased the former Burgh 
Hall and is raising funds for its restoration. The first stage of the project has been to bring the 
Hall back into use. The Trust has carried out essential building repairs and is developing 
strategies for the building's future. It plans a development of the Hall transforming it into a 
community arts centre by 2012. At present the Trust are currently developing a cultural and 
community programme of events.   
 



 
 

Whilst the Burgh Hall is clearly a smaller venue of a different character it is key that the 
development of the two buildings, both of which are for community use, is complimentary. In this 
way it will be possible to ensure that each development supplements the overall aims for 
regenerating Dunoon and that neither threatens the other’s viability. 
In this context the Queen’s Hall could provide for example the following: 
 

• a large performance space for concerts, touring bands and shows 
• a large venue for conferences – with flexible break out spaces 
• flexible meeting rooms for the Council and Community 
• a café, bar or restaurant in an attractive waterfront location 
• a Community Resource Centre or Tourist Information (inc. Park Orientation) Point 
• tourist facilities 

 
2.4.3 Redevelop and Refurbish the Queen’s Hall – Costs and Funding 
In March 2008 Turner Townsend carried out Cost Analysis and Options Appraisal on proposals 
to either replace or refurbish the Queen’s Hall. The report concluded that the Queen’s Hall 
could be repaired and refurbished, depending on the scope of works carried out, for 
between £2.3million (repairs only) and £6.8million (refurbishment). Further work will require 
to be done to establish precise proposals, but depending on uses there may be further funding 
sources that could be pursued. It is viewed that a works cost of approximately £5million could 
achieve a major improvement of the building.   
 
At this time the option of a complete re-build of the building was costed at £13.43 million 
(including providing a Council Customer Service point). A replacement of the facility is therefore 
not possible as a first Phase with CHORD funding and would require additional funds.  
 
 
2.4.4 Redevelop and Refurbish the Queen’s Hall – Summary 
  

Redevelop and Refurbish the Queen’s Hall 
 
 
Anticipated Costs     £5+ million + fees 
       
Likely Timescale (Including Consents)  2+ years 
        
Potential External Funding    To be explored 
 
Key Risks 

- Cost over-run as existing building (can be minimised by good pre-survey etc.) 
- Identify appropriate uses and markets in the context of Burgh Hall development and 

other local facilities 
 
Key Consideration 
CHORD funding could be spent in required timescale.  
As the Council owns the builing any investment will benefit a Council asset, assist service delivery and 
discharge the Council’s respnsibilities in relation to the existing building.   



 
 

2.5.0 Environmental Improvements, Road Realignment and Harbourmaster’s Building 
 
2.5.1 Environmental Improvements 
A key aspect of the Option 4B proposals is the need for environmental improvements to the 
public realm at the waterfront. These should be comprehensive and should tackle a number of 
key problems and make the most of key opportunities at the locations. They should: 
 
Develop the ‘Garden’ Theme 
In line with the historic ‘designed’ waterfront the environmental improvements should consider 
creating a much ‘greener’ connection to the waterfront.   
 
Historically Dunoon’s attraction was the connection to the gardens 

 
 
There is potential to re-make the connection from the waterfront to the gardens 
 



 
 

Design for pedestrians 
At present the waterfront, a key point of arrival in the town from either the sea or the road, is 
dominated by its need to accommodate vehicles. The road itself, the marshalling areas, car 
parking and hard surfaces dominate. A key aspect of the public realm improvements would be 
to provide an attractive and safe environment which can be actively used by visitors and 
residents alike for sitting, meeting and activities like markets and street performances. This 
needs to be carefully considered and it is important to ensure that spaces are well designed but 
also actively managed. Critically environmental improvements should provide shelter in what is 
an exposed location. All proposals should be designed to provide interesting, attractive and safe 
pedestrian connection from Argyll Street and the Castle Gardens to the waterfront. 
Opportunities should be made for the buildings adjacent to public space - the Argyll Hotel and 
shops on Argyll Street - to use it effectively for tables and chairs or display. Kiosks could be 
provided for food vendors to use when events are happening.    
 
The present setting of the Argyll Hotel and view to Argyll Street – designed for vehicles 

 
The Hotel’s historic setting  - designed for pedestrians and amenity 



 
 

Connect to the  town centre 
A key aspect of the success of the waterfront regeneration will be its creation of strong links to 
the town centre based on pleasant and safe pedestrian routes which connect any parking 
and the waterfront to the shops. This will benefit residents and local businesses and will 
encourage the visitor to explore the town and the waterfront and come back to visit on more 
than one occasion. This should be based on linked and varied attractive public spaces - a 
pedestrian route that can be enjoyed.  
   
New public realm should be designed for shelter and active ‘identified’ uses.  

 
There is potential to design an attractive but accessible waterfront



 
 

Enhance setting and views of the key buildings at the waterfront 
Arriving from the sea, the key aspect is the present setting of the Pier flanked by the landscape 
and a grouping of the key Dunoon buildings: the Castle, the Church, the Argyll Hotel and the 
buildings at the foot of Argyll Street. They are a characterful grouping and the present Queen’s 
Hall, although not particularly attractive in its present condition, is of appropriate scale in this 
setting. These are the key ‘place identifying’ buildings at this important gateway location and an 
improved Queens Hall and attractive new hard and soft landscaping could work well to improve 
this already strong townscape framework. Equally if any of these elements are lost, dominated 
by poor new development, or their setting further eroded some of the ‘sense of place’ at the 
waterfront will be lost. New buildings can replace the key building but they will require to be of 
very high quality to do so. 
 

 
The overall setting at the waterfront - the key view from the ferry  
 
2.5.2 Road Realignment 
 

The road at the waterfront. 
 
At this key location adjacent to the historic pier, and at the original ‘designed’ entrance to the 
town’s main shopping area, the configuration of the road, Argyll Square, and the Argyll Street 
prospect of the Queen’s Hall is unattractive and unwelcoming. Pedestrians are confronted with 
awkward routes from the ferry and associated parking and the arrival at the waterfront is 
dominated by hardstanding and car parking. Whilst the road configuration slows traffic at this 
point it is confusing and visiting drivers can find themselves unintentionally in the ferry 
marshalling area. Option 4B acknowledges this and proposes the re-alignment of the main road.  
Proposals have yet to be designed in detail but they will require to take account of the primary 
requirement to slow traffic. It is not acceptable to design for standard 30mph vehicle speeds and 
provide traffic crossings. If the sense of place and pedestrian priority is to be enhanced at the 
Waterfront this will require to be achieved with appropriate high quality road design for 20mph 
or less. 



 
 

 
2.5.3 Connections to the wider area and the town centre to town centre ferry 
 
The development of Dunoon is acknowledged by the Council and it partners as an important 
part of the regional strategy for the development of the Cowal area, wider Argyll and the Isles 
and the National Park. Its ferries provide key and attractive routes into this highly beautiful 
‘hinterland’ which is actually very close to the highly developed central Scotland conurbation. It 
has therefore been termed a key ‘Gateway’ and in August 2006 the study ‘Dunoon and the 
National Park Gateway Strategic Development Framework and Action Plan’ was published and 
is being taken forward by the Council, HIE and LLTNPA.   
 
As has been outlined a decision is awaited on future ferry service  provision but whether the 
vehicle ferry remains, or in any situation where there was passenger only provision, the new 
linkspan pier is anticipated as coming into use and the marshalling area will be used either as 
intended, or as park and ride space for commuting passengers. The area around the new 
linkspan is ‘engineered’ rather than attractively designed and as this will be the key point of 
arrival in the future for any new ferry services its design, particularly for pedestrians, will need to 
be considered. 
 

There is potential to re-design the wider waterfront and establish a connection through the town 

The new linkspan marshalling area will require to consider pedestrian routes and movement 



 
 

2.5.4 Environmental Improvements and Road Realignment - Costs and Timing 
The timing of any proposed environmental proposals can be programmed to link with other key 
elements of the waterfront regeneration. If it proposed that the Queen’s Hall is redeveloped and 
the road is re-aligned at the waterfront, there can be complimentary environmental works to 
create a new and usable shared-surface, public square that addresses a re-located Queen’s 
Hall entrance. New façade treatment and a new café at the hall could also spill out onto, and 
address, a new high quality square. As proposed in the LUC Report, this work could be 
complimented with the greening of parts of Argyll Square and the creation of more shelter for 
residents and visitors. 
 
Once the outcome of the ferry decision is known, a strategic view of the overall area at the 
waterfront will be required considering the existing parking and marshalling areas and how best 
they can be used in the future. Similarly pedestrian connection from the new linkspan to public 
transport, the town centre and the Castle Gardens requires to be designed, as it will be a key 
first experience of Dunoon from the visitor perspective, as well as important daily one for 
commuters. Once a strategy for the Pier is developed there will be a requirement for waterfront 
improvements meshing with future proposals.   
 
In short at this time there is much work that could be done in a planned and phased manner that 
would contribute to the overall waterfront regeneration. A sum of approximately £2million is 
anticipated for initial work. This proposal can be synchronized with the works proposed 
under Town Centre Regeneration Funding and in addition is hopefully able to draw in 
additional funding in the future. 
 
 
 
2.5.5 Harbourmaster’s Building 
When the proposals for the new town centre to town centre ferry are finalised it is anticipated 
that the present pier will cease to be used and and the new linkspan will come into use. At this 
point it is proposed to replace the existing harbourmaster accommodation on the old Pier with a 
new building. This has been costed at £700,000 and will require to provide elevated views of the 
harbour area. A site has been identified adjacent to the marshalling area. This is viewed as a 
‘must happen’ component, which given its requirement for a ‘tower’ element and offers the 
opportunity to provide a well designed and interesting building.  
 
 



 
 

2.5.6 Environmental Improvements, Road Realignment and Harbourmaster’s  
Building - Summary 

Environmental Improvements, Road Realignment & 
Harbourmaster’s Building 
 

Environmental Improvements   
Anticipated Costs     £2 million depending on extent  
        

Likely Timescale (Including Consents) Depends on phasing but earliest could  perhaps follow 
TCRF investment or Ferry Decision or Queens Hall 
Development  say < 3 years 

Potential External Funding (to be further investigated) ERDF, Transport Cycling  or Arts Funds 
 

Key Risks 
- Lack of appropriate co-ordination with other initiatives leading to piecemeal design approach 
- Lack of appropriate co-ordination with other initiatives leading to to abortive works 
 

Key Consideration 
Investment programme and timing largely in Council Control, ability to lever in additional funds, works can enhance 
other investment or proposal at waterfront  
 

Road Realignment  
Anticipated Costs     £500k+ fees 
       

Likely Timescale (Including Consents)   to follow Ferry decision say < 3years 
       

Potential External Funding(to be further investigated) none identified. 
 

Key Risks 
- Lack of appropriate co-ordination + control in relation to design leading to poor design for amenity 

and pedestrian connection  
- Lack of appropriate co-ordination + control leading to piecemeal design approach relative to other 

public realm improvements  
-  

Harbourmaster‘s Building  
Anticipated Costs     £700k+ fees 
       
Likely Timescale (Including Consents)   to follow Ferry decision say < 2years 
        

Potential External Funding  (to be further investigated) none identified. 
 

Key Consideration 
- Building should be high quality design that will ‘signal’ the new ferry arrival point and contribute to 

the overall waterfront quality and regeneration 
- It should be located for pedestrian amenity and shelter and not be viewed as   ‘just a utilitarian ferry 

building’ 



 
 

2.6.0 Summary Risks for Each Component 
 
We have considered the Key Risks associated with each component in Option 4B and 
summarised these below:- 
 

 
 
 
2.6.1 Summary Diagrams of  Overall Findings 
 
Key findings for each of the individual components is diagramised below: 
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2.6.2 Summary  
 
Some of the components of Option 4B are linked and interdependent on each other if the 
overall regeneration proposal is to be delivered. They cannot be pursued in isolation. 
 
The land reclamation has to happen in order for the potential new hotel and conference facility 
with a new replacement for the Queen’s Hall be pursued. In this case the land reclamation 
would be a technically ‘fundable’ essential first phase of works but it would carry considerable 
cost and time risks. Most importantly there is an overarching risk of the market not being able to 
deliver any of the proposed development in the medium to longer term and therefore the 
Council having to contend with an ugly and undeveloped site in a prominent location at the  
town centre. 
 
Similarly the Pier requires to be demolished if the new Transit Marina and Harbour Structure 
components of Option 4B are to go ahead. This ‘chain’ of development could be immediately 
delayed by opposition to the demolition of the Pier from Historic Scotland or other amenity 
groups. No matter what the proposals are for the Pier, detailed ‘proving’ work will require to be 
carried out on the part of the Council to justify any demolition, repairs or alteration to the Pier.  
Notwithstanding, the Transit Marina proposal carries significant financial and time risk in 
construction, and most importantly, is considered not best value from a business case or long-
term cost perspective. 
 
In both proposals taking account of the anticipated costs, and the fact that it is not considered 
likely that there would be potential additional funding from other sources, once the land was ‘re-
claimed’, or the marina formed, there would be no funds available for the required new 
Harbourmaster Building, Road Re-alignment or Environmental Improvements.   
 
The re-development and refurbishment of the Queen’s Hall by contrast does not indicate 
particular cost, time or Statutory Consent risks. Costs associated with this require to be proved 
but it is possible that this proposal could draw in other funding. If the project was achievable for 
approximately £5-6million there would be further funding available for the Road Realignment 
proposals and first phase Environmental Improvements. This would have the required project 
benefit in Dunoon for locals and visitors and could potentially create a new and attractive 
national destination at Dunoon. This initial phase of physical investment would require to be 
consolidated with cultural, community and business initiatives to support and develop the re-
launch of the Queen’s Hall as a venue for performances, conferences and visitor facilities. This 
should also be developed in tandem with proposals elsewhere in Argyll and the National Park 
for new visitor accommodation, and the promotion of leisure and arts activity.   
 
Funding may be available for the community use aspects of the restoration of the Queen’s Hall 
and related community initiatives around the use and re-structuring of the public realm. The 
environmental improvement components could be timed to address the Ferry Service Tender 
decision and its implementation timetable. It is early to say but there may, in the future, be 
potential ERDF funding through Highland and Islands Partnership (HIP) Programme; or from 
Creative Scotland, for funding for arts development in relation to the Queen’s Hall; or for public 
art or public realm (eg performance space) at the seafront.   
 
In tandem with developing proposals the Council could pursue future options for the Pier in a 
planned manner in Partnership with the LLTNPA, HIE, HIP, SDI and importantly Historic 
Scotland and the wider Dunoon Community. This would represent a ‘joined up’ Partnership 
Regeneration based on working together, as has been done elsewhere in Argyll. It should be 
noted that a full structural survey will require to be carried out of the Pier as a starting point to 
determining its future. This will be required to happen whether the Pier is to be retained and 
developed or demolished. If the Pier is to be retained it will hopefully attract Heritage Lottery 
funding. 
 



 
 

 
3.0 Final Phased Proposal and Implementation Plan – Next Steps  
 
Following consideration by the Project Board of the Implementation Plan and their decision of 
15th April 2010,  the approved, preferred option showing spatial relationships for the waterfront  
is illustrated  on the following pages. This will form the basis for the development which will be 
taken forward to a Full Business Case. 
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